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Quantum Theory
from Quantum Gravity



Our fundamental physics theories are Quantum Field Theory and General Relativity.  They 

describe matter                   and spacetime/gravity                      .  GR and QFT are 

incomplete.  They contain singularities                                 and infinities                

and if we try to combine them we get garbage                    .  There seem to be fundamental 

limitations to spacetime measurements:  at the Planck scale,                           , the Compton 

wavelength of             used to measure spacetime becomes comparable to their Schwarzchild 

radius and so they curve the spacetime they were meant to measure.  

At the Planck scale, quantum gravitational effects are important:  GR+QT      Quantum Gravity

Time:                                +                           =                             ?

Quantum gravity



Strange things happen when we combine (space)time and the quantum.  But the quantum is 
pretty strange in itself.  Maybe Quantum Gravity can explain the quantum.

New ideas in Quantum Gravity: Geometry and spacetime may be emergent
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Verlinde, On the origin of gravity and the laws of Newton (2010)
Horava, Quantum Gravity at a Lifshitz point (2009)
Hu, Gravity and non-equilibrium thermodynamics of classical matter (2010)
Volovik, The Universe in a Helium droplet (2009)
Loll, The emergence of spacetime, or, quantum gravity on your desktop (2009)
Barcelo, Visser, Liberati, Einstein gravity as an emergent phenomenon? (2001)

Konopka, FM & Severini, Quantum graphity: a model of emergent locality, PRD 2008
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FM, Space does not exist, so time can (fqxi.org/community/essay/winners) 2008

Quantum gravity and The Quantum

Space does not exist, so Quantum Theory is puzzling



Quantum gravity as a problem in statistical physics: we know the macrophysics (GR and 
QFT), we are looking for the microphysics.

Emergence: behavior of whole system has no explanation in terms of the constituting 

particles, but instead comes from their collective behavior and interactions.

Emergent gravity:  spacetime geometry and gravity are derivative concepts, they apply only 

at an approximate level.

In emergent gravity approaches to quantum gravity, we ask:

• How does geometry emerge from pre-geometric microphysics?

• Are the Einstein equations the thermodynamics of that microphysics?

• Lorentz invariance may be approximate only.  Predict type of violations, test against 

observational constraints.  

Emergent gravity

Emergent gravity



General Relativity:  gravity          dynamical spacetime geometry

Today:

Fluid dynamics
•  Euler eqn
•  Continuity eqns
•  Eqn of state

Qua. molecular dynamics
•  Schrödinger eqns
•  Intermolecular potential

We use different degrees of freedom to describe the two phases. 
No waves in quantum molecular dynamics.  No geometry in quantum gravity?

Compare emergent gravity to fluid dynamics:

Gravity is emergent         Geometry is emergent         Locality is emergent

Revisit the issues of Quantum Theory in the light of emergent gravity



1.  The measurement problem.

2.  Non-locality.

3.  Complementarity

We can try to 

•  Resolve the issues at the level of interpretation (e.g. many-worlds, information)

•  Change the theory (e.g. hidden variables, collapse models)

Issues with Quantum Theory

1.  The hidden variables must be non-local 

(Bell)

2.  Generally, hidden variable theories violate 

special relativity. 

3.  Who are these hidden variables? Why have 

them, why are they hidden?

4.  Distasteful.  A throwback to classical physics.  

We might as well return to riding horses.  

What are the problems with modifications to quantum theory?

Emergent gravity: 

locality is not fundamental, 

Lorentz invariance violations are possible.

The dofs of the microphysics underlying 

emergent gravity?

If the answer is that geometry is not 

fundamental, this is no throwback.



We will illustrate what emergent gravity may have to say about 
quantum theory in a very simple (but quite generic) setup

FM & L.Smolin                                                                                     Phys.Rev.D(2004), gr-qc/0311059                                                                                                                                



Consider a universe of     constituents, dynamically interacting.  I can describe their 

interactions by a network    with adjacency matrix    :

Networks before geometry

if       are interacting
otherwise

    interacts with               adjacent

Emergent geometry inferred from a network:

Caravelli, Hamma, FM & Riera, 1108.1023

matter propagating (hopping) on 
this network sees a curved 
geometry, with the curvature at a 
node related to the degree of that 
node.



•  Graph    with     nodes of average degree    

•  Embed graph in 3d flat space”

•  Be faithful to most, but not all, linking in the network:

•  Minimum distance:

•  Average distance: 

Setup

A generic 
type of defect 

in many 
emergent
geometry
scenaria

microlocality    macrolocality



1.  A classical limit.  At distances much greater than   , the nodes behave like particles of 

mass    : 

2.  There is (Gaussian) stochastic noise in the coordinates, at least for some nodes:  

Can think of this noise as fundamental 

uncertainty due to emergence of geometry 

(geometry/gravity as thermodynamics).   

Assume



Embedded Network Matrix

Combined geometry+network

      has all the coordinate information plus the information of the underlying connectivity, 

suppressed by   .  If          , we erase the underlying network (pre-geometric) information.

Eigenvalues of       :



Given a stochastic particle in position    with probability distribution           and current 

velocity           such that

1.  It undergoes irreducible and universal Brownian motion, with diffusion coefficient

2.  The evolution of    and    conserves energy (!) and is time-reversible. 

3.      is irrotational, i.e. 

Then we can define the function 

and show that it obeys the Schroedinger equation:

The proportionality              defines Planck’s constant: 

Nelson’s quantum mechanics

Quantum mechanics from (a peculiar) Brownian motion.



Nelson’s conditions for us
Our system satisfies the previous conditions and gives them an interesting interpretation:

1.  It undergoes irreducible and universal Brownian motion, with diffusion coefficient

2.  The evolution of    and    conserves energy (!) and is time-reversible. 

3.      is irrotational, i.e. 

We can prove that the non-local links of the underlying network turn the 
stochastic noise of some nodes to irreducible and universal Brownian motion 
of all the nodes.  

True for                   .  One can think of this as “cosmological

noise” (dissipative noise would be problematic in a cosmological setting).

Also true for                   .

Quantum mechanics from emergence of geometry.



We need:

•  A microlocality and a macrolocality that do not agree

•  A minimum length.  It governs the strength of the microlocality effects

•  “Cosmological noise” (non-dissipative Brownian motion)

We then get:

Summary of mechanism

underlying network

spreads the noise
throughout the system

classical quantum



Revisit the conceptual problems of quantum theory in the light of emergent gravity:

• non-locality

Is it the same non-locality as in emergent gravity?  Why non-signaling?

• special relativity

Lorentz invariance perhaps broken.  What is the relevant scale for the violation,     

or    ?  Is it ruled out by observations?

• complementarity

           Neither     nor     fundamental anyway. 

(My) Conclusions

Quantum theory from quantum gravity?


